OVER THE AIR TV
My path to cutting the cable and finding out that REAL
high-def. tv is (almost) FREE!

WHY I DID IT
-Rising costs, up 75% since the '09 digital mandate.
No price controls, frequent price hikes.
-No true high-def. on “basic” cable packages. . . all
channels are compressed to 480i “standard def.”
-20+ channels available in this area O.T.A., seven of
them in TRUE hi-def.
-The notorious “free” cable boxes that now cost $3+
per month, per box. The box is NOT required to view
signals, but instead throttles your signal back to
“standard-def ” to benefit the CABLE company!

The digital mandate . . .
Getting a signal in the “analog” days meant big
outdoor antennas in rural areas or cable and satellite.
Over the air signals gradually degraded with distance
but were at least viewable and all was good. . . . until
2009 when analog died and digital tv arrived.
Digital picture quality does not degrade with distance,
BUT. . . there is a “cliff ” effect where the viewable
signal will suddenly drop from crystal clear to
pixelating and lock ups. You either get a full quality
picture or none at all. Fortunately for most of the
Lewiston/Auburn viewing area, the signal levels are
adequate for a full quality picture.

2009 and the digital change
Broadcasters were mandated to change to digital
transmissions in June of 2009. Aside from a
revolution in the manufacturing industry, millions of
viewers with analog sets were forced to get A/D
adapter boxes or go to cable. Most TV stations were
also forced over to UHF channels with only a few
remaining on the old “high VHF” slots. Channel 8 and
channel 10 in our area are still on their original VHF
frequencies for example. New frequency assignments
gave rise to REAL channel and VIRTUAL channel
designations. It sounds confusing and it can be.

Real and Virtual Channels
-To maintain familiarity with viewers, stations were
allowed to keep their former channel designations.
-Portland station WCSH for example is now Virtual
channel 6.1 but actually transmits on REAL channel
44 in the UHF band.
-Locally, NBC (ch.6), ABC (ch.8), PBS (ch.10), CBS
(ch. 13), Fox (ch.23), MyTV (ch. 35) and CW (ch.51)
all transmit hi-def. over the air on their MAIN channels
and 480i standard definition on their SUB-channels.

Main and Sub-channels
With the change to digital format, stations were able
to multiplex signals and create separate programming
on “sub-channels” using the same tower and
frequency. The MAIN channels are broadcast in full
hi-def. and the sub-channels use 480i standard-def.
The number of sub-channels available is typically two
or three. The main channel number is displayed on
screen, along with a hyphen or decimal to indicate the
main and sub-channels, for example 10-1, 10-2, 10-3
and 10-4 in the case of the local PBS stations.

Hi-def. formats
High def. tv is defined as 720p or 1080i format with
1080i being slightly sharper. It's all about the pixel
count and how the picture is scanned but in truth,
1080i will only win out with still scenes.
It's all a moot point anyway if you have a “basic” cable
package because without the top tier “digital”
package, you get 480i resolution which only looks a
little better than old analog tv because we see it on
LCD and LED screens, not CRTs. Because of
“compression”, we lose the benefits the new TVs can
deliver.

Compression . . why they do it.
-more channels fit in a given bandwidth
-one high-def channel requires as much bandwidth as
four to eight “standard-def.” 480i channels.
-You get more channels but at reduced resolution.
●

Customer Service's words were . . . “oh, you'll never
see high-def with the adapter boxes, you need to step
up to the digital package for that.” . . oh, REALLY??

DO try this at home!
-If you have the “Starter TV” or “Standard TV” which
are the lowest and middle tier cable packages, it's
quite a surprise to finally see what you are missing
due to “compression” through the cable adapter box.
-Undo the input cable from the “box” and screw it
directly into your digital ready tv. From the tv menu,
do a new scan for “cable” channels. When the scan is
done, you will find all seven of the local MAIN
channels (such as 6.1, 8.1, 13.1 etc) now displayed in
720p or 1080i hi-def. !! Again, the box is there to
benefit the Cable company. Your tv “needs” the box
only to see the compressed pkg. you subscribe to.

Best choice in weak signal area

Off the air channels as of March 2016
6.1 WCSH (NBC)

8.1 WMTW (ABC)

6.2 WCSH DT2 (Justice Network)

8.2 WMTW DT2 (Heroes & Icons-classic TV)

6.3 WCSH DT3 (Antenna TV-old sitcoms)
10.1 WCBB (PBS)

13.1 WGME (CBS)

10.2 WCBB DT2 (CreateTV-Cooking, gardening, DIY)

13.2 WGME DT2 (GetTV-classic 60s,70s,80s movies all genres)

10.3 WCBB DT3 (World-Travel, documentaries etc.)

13.3 WGME DT3 (Outdoors, college sports, fishing)

10.4 WCBB DT4 (Cartoons, BBC News, concerts)

23.1 WPFO DT (FOX)

35.1 WPME DT (MYNetwork tv, CW-syndicated shows.)

23.2 WPFODT2 (GRITtv- feature films, similar to Spiketv)

35.2 WPME DT

23.3 WPFODT3 (COMET tv-horror, sci-fi, Outer Limits etc.)

35.3 QVC (home shopping)

51.1 WPXT DT (The CW- Court shows, series programs)

51.2 WPXTDT2 (MeTV- CLASSIC tv, 50s,60s,70s series)

(Movies Network-classic cinema)

TV signal mapping sites:

TV Reception Maps Sites
●

http://transition.fcc.gov/mb/engineering/dtvmaps/

●

http://www.tvfool.com/?option=com_wrapper&Itemid=29

●

http://receptionmaps.com/Advanced-TV-Maps.html

